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v. The Clearing Corporation shall ensure that the WSPs submit the 

following documents to them: 

a) the unaudited quarterly financial statements for all the quarters of a 

financial year, within 45 calendar days. 

b) unaudited net worth certificate duly certified by the statutory auditor 

of the WSP, on half yearly basis i.e. at the end of every March and 

September, within 45 calendar days. 

c) the audited Annual Financial Statements along with audited net worth 

certificate to the Clearing Corporation within six months of the end 

of Financial Year.   

 

12.4.3. Security Deposit (SD) 

 

i. The Clearing Corporation shall ensure that the accredited WSP has 

furnished a refundable security deposit wherein: 

a) Such security deposit shall be a minimum amount of INR50 lakhs. 

b) Such security deposit shall be in the form of Cash / Bank Fixed 

Deposits / Bank Guarantee. 

 

ii. Security deposit shall not be released until six months after cancellation 

or surrender of the accreditation of the WSP or until after satisfaction of 

every claim against the deposit, whichever is later. 

 

12.4.4. Financial Security Deposits (FSD) 

 

i. The WSP shall furnish refundable FSD for all goods on incremental 

basis in addition to the security deposit as under: - 

 

Type of Goods Value of Goods stored Minimum FSD 

Agricultural/Agri-

processed 

Up to ₹250 crores 2% of the aggregate value of stored 

commodities 

Between ₹250 crores 

and ₹500 crores  

`5 crores + 3% of aggregate value 

of stored commodities exceeding 

`250 crores 

Above ₹500 crores `12.5 crores + 4% of the aggregate 

value of stored commodities 

exceeding `500 crores 

Base / Industrial 

Metals 

NA 0.5% of the aggregate value of 

stored commodities 
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ii. The Clearing Corporation, based on its risk assessment, can decide on 

restricting the amount of FSD to ₹100 Crores from each WSP. 

 

iii. The FSD shall be in the form of liquid assets with applicable haircuts 

and concentration limits as listed below: - 

 

Type 
Minimum 

haircut 
Limits 

Cash 0 No limit but minimum 10% 

Bank Fixed Deposit 0 

Bank Guarantees 0  Remaining 90% FSD can be in any 

combination of the four types of 

options provided for furnishing the 

FSD 

Securities of the Central 

Government 
10% 

 

 

iv. A daily monitoring of the FSD vis-à-vis the value of the goods stored 

shall be done marked to market on replacement value on ongoing basis 

to ensure that the minimum stipulated FSD are always maintained with 

the Clearing Corporation. Based on the risk assessment, the Clearing 

Corporation may seek additional FSD over and above the requirement 

stipulated in Para 12.4.4, if necessary.  

 

v. In circumstances where there is shortfall in the minimum required FSD 

due to sudden deposit of commodities in large quantity towards the end 

of the day, the Clearing Corporations can allow the WSPs to replenish 

the FSD within three trading days. 

 

12.4.5. Exposure norms for FSD/SD 

 

i. The Clearing Corporations shall lay down exposure limits (for Bank 

Fixed Deposit and Bank Guarantees) either in rupee terms or as 

percentage of the total assets to be received (with respect to SD/FSD) 

that can be exposed to a single bank directly or indirectly.  

 

ii. Further, CCs shall ensure that no SD/FSD shall be accepted from a Bank 

which has a net worth of less than INR 1000 crores and/or is not rated 

P1 (or P1+) or equivalent, by a recognized credit rating agency or by a 

reputed foreign credit rating agency. 
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12.4.6. Coordination between Clearing Corporation and WDRA in respect of 

SD / FSD maintained by the WSPs122 

 

i. The Clearing Corporations shall immediately after accreditation of 

WSPs, provide the details of WDRA registered warehouses with full 

details of warehouseman registration, warehouse registration, WSP, 

address etc. to WDRA. WDRA will in turn, share the details of security 

deposit received from these accredited warehouses/WSPs to the 

respective Clearing Corporations as per the format enclosed in 

Annexure S on Formats for providing details of Security Deposit. 

Clearing Corporations shall inform the changes, if any, with respect to 

accreditation status of these warehouses, to enable WDRA to provide the 

required information as above. WDRA shall also inform Clearing 

Corporations of any changes, if any, in the security deposit placed by 

such warehouses/WSPs with WDRA. 

 

ii. Clearing Corporations shall continue to compute FSD requirement as 

mentioned in this chapter. The deposits placed by WSPs with WDRA 

for Exchange/Clearing Corporation specific outstanding eNWRs shall 

be considered by the Clearing Corporation in the calculation of available 

FSD for the WSP. 

 

iii. The Clearing Corporation shall compensate the aggrieved clients, in 

accordance with its rules, regulations etc., by debiting the FSD of WSP 

held with it, in the following situations: 

 

a) for any such losses that have been appropriately established against 

the WSP. 

b) in case of loss arising from any action or inaction of its WSP or on 

the part of its warehouses that prevents the buyer or seller from 

exercising, in whole or in part, their rights.  

 

iv. In case the FSD available with Clearing Corporation is not sufficient to 

compensate for the loss the FSD and the SD maintained by such WSP 

with WDRA shall be made available to Clearing Corporation within 7 

                                                 
122 Substituted SEBI Circular no. SEBI/HO/CDMRD/DMP/P/CIR/2021/551 Dated April 16, 2021. Prior to 

substitution, the norms were given vide SEBI Circular No. SEBI/HO/CDMRD/DNPMP/CIR/P/2019/29 

dated February 11, 2019. 
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days of the release request from Clearing Corporation to WDRA, for 

settlement of the remaining claims.    

 

v. The settlement of security deposit by WDRA originates only after the 

goods stored, if any, are disposed of/ withdrawn by the holder. 

 

vi. The discrepancy noted / claim received by any agency (Clearing 

Corporation or WDRA) shall be brought to the notice of other agency 

irrespective of invoking the security deposit. 

 

12.5. Fit and Proper Criteria 

 

12.5.1. The Clearing Corporation shall ensure that: 

 

i. the WSP, assayers, Promoters of WSP / assayers, Key Management 

Personnel (KMPs) of WSPs / assayers responsible for business operation 

relating to the exchanges / Clearing Corporations shall always be 'fit and 

proper' to carry out business of warehousing. 

 

ii. such persons have adequate knowledge of, and experience in generally 

accepted warehousing and handling practices for the goods concerned, and 

are competent and willing to operate such a warehouse for which the WSP 

has a valid license/expertise under the appropriate state warehousing laws 

in respect of the warehouses concerned.  

 

12.6. Corporate Governance norms for WSP 

 

12.6.1. Management and Employees:  

 

i. The Clearing Corporation shall ensure that the accredited WSP has a 

professional management team to oversee its functioning and operations. 

ii. The Clearing Corporation shall ensure that the Key Management 

Personnel (KMPs) of WSP taking care of business operations and 

warehousing in general have adequate knowledge of, and experience in 

generally accepted warehousing and handling practices for goods for 

which they are accredited. The Clearing Corporation shall also ensure 

that the KMP of WSP are competent and willing to operate such a 

storage facility and do not have any conflict of interest in discharge of 

their functions. 


